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useÂÂwhen we feel helpless we feel unhappy. Nobody wants less power; everyone wants more¹. In today's world, however, Ã is dangerous to look too hungry power, to be conclaimed with your movements of power. We have to seem Equi and decent. So we must be subtle is congenial but cunning, democratic but subtle. This game of constant duplicity
more more dynamic that existed in the scheming world of the old aristocratic court. Throughout history, a court has always formed itself around the person in power¢ÃÂÂking, queen, emperor, leader. The courtiers who filled this court were in an especially delicate position: They had to serve their masters, but if they seemed to fawn, if they curried
favor too obviously, the other courtiers around them would notice and would act against them. Attempts to win the master¢ÃÂÂs favor, then, had to be subtle. And even skilled courtiers capable of such subtlety still had to protect themselves from their fellow courtiers, who at all moments were scheming to push them aside.Meanwhile the court was
supposed to represent the height of civilization and refinement. Violent or overt power moves were frowned upon; courtiers would work silently and secretly against any among them who used force. This was the courtier¢ÃÂÂs dilemma: While appearing the very paragon of elegance, they had to outwit and thwart their own opponents in the subtlest
of ways. The successful courtier learned over time to make all of his moves indirect; if he stabbed an opponent in the back, it was with a velvet glove on his hand and the sweetest of smiles on his face. Instead of using coercion or outright treachery, the perfect courtier got his way through seduction, charm, deception, and subtle strategy, always
planning several moves ahead. Life in the court was a never-ending game that required constant vigilance and tactical thinking. It was civilized war.Today we face a peculiarly similar paradox to that of the courtier: Everything must appear civilized, decent, democratic, and fair. But if we play by those rules too strictly, if we take them too literally, we
are crushed by those around us who are not so foolish. As the great Renaissance diplomat and courtier NiccolÃ²Â Machiavelli wrote, ¢ÃÂÂAny man who tries to be good all the time is bound to come to ruin among the great number who are not good.¢ÃÂÂ The court imagined the the The pinnacle of refinement, but under its sparkling surface a
cauldron of dark emotions - avidity, envy, lust, hatred - boiled and simmer. In the same way our world imagines the same way the peak of the help, yet the same bad emotions still move within us, as they forever have. The game is the same. Externally, you must seem to respect the beauties, but internally, unless you are a fool, quickly learn to be
prudent and make Napoleon as recommended: put the iron hand inside a velvet glove. If, like the courtier of past times, you can master the arts of indirection, learn to seduce, enchant, deceive and subtly overcome your opponents, you will reach the heights of power. You will be able to make people bend to your will without realizing that you have
done. And if they do not realize that you have done, they will not be affected or they will resist you. The Courts are, without a doubt, the seats of courtesy and good breeding; If they were not so, the seats of the massacre and desolation would have been. Those who now smile and embrace, hurry and punch themselves, if the ways did not stop ... Lord
Chesterfield, 1694-1773 for some people the notion of consciously playing power-not games imports as indirect "seems evil, asocial , a relic of the past. They believe they can give up the game by behaving in ways that have nothing to do with power. You have to be careful of such people, since while expressing these opinions externally, they are often
among the players who are the most skilled in power . They use strategies that skillfully mask the nature of the manipulation involved. These types, for example, will often show their weakness and lack of power as a sort of moral virtue. But true impotence, without any reason of personal interest, would not advertise his weakness onarts onarts otlom
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niag ot denLattnemily na morf tca netfo yeht tub,syaw ynam ni evian eb yam yam nerdlihC .rewop fo serans eht fo eerfSi eteiveniuneg neveA.MRuoYRemBmuAlWaAl2AlAlAl121Wa The path of the perfect courtier (see law 24) learn to make others feel better with themselves, becoming a source of pleasure for them. They will become employees from
your skills and desire for your presence. Mastering the 48 laws in this book, save to others the pain that comes from Brandeli with power - playing with fire without knowing his own property. If the game of power is inevitable, better to be an artist than a denialist or a bunnerr. Learning the game of power requires a certain way of looking at the
world, a changing perspective. It takes effort and years of practice, because most of the game may not come naturally. Some basic skills are needed and once these skills are masterful you will be able to apply the laws of power more easily. The most important of these skills and the crucial basis of power is the ability to master your emotions. An
emotional response to a situation is the great barrier to power, a mistake that you like to you much more than any temporary satisfaction that you could earn by expressing your feelings. Emotions Cloud Reason, and if you cannot clearly see the situation, you cannot prepare and answer it with any degree of control. The element is the most destructive
of the emotional responses, the clouds of your vision of more. It also has a chain effect that invariably makes situations less controllable and increases the resolution of your enemy. If you are trying to destroy an enemy who wounded you, much better to keep it out of guard pretending the cordiality rather than showing your anger. Love and affection
are potentially destructive, as they blind you to the often selfish interests of those who less suspicious of playing a game of power. You cannot repress anger or love or avoid feeling them and you shouldn't try. But you should be careful how it expresses them and, above all, aznatsid aznatsid id Ãticapac al ¨Ã inoizome eut el eraiggenordap a
eradraugiR .odom nucla ni eigetarts e inaip iout i erazneulfni iam orebbervod from the present and to think objectively to the past and the future. Like Giano, the Roman divinity with a double face and custodian of all doors and doors, you must be able to look in both directions simultaneously, better to manage the danger from wherever it comes. This
is the face you have to create for yourself-a face that continually looks to the future and the other to the past. I think of myself with what it means, with what deceptions, with how many various arts, with what industry a man Shakes his ingenuity to deceive another, and through these variations the world is made more beautiful.Francesco Vettori,
contemporary and friend of Machiavelli, early sixteenth century the future, the motto is, ã ¢ â € â € Âœ .Ã ¢ â € nothing should surprise you because you constantly imagine the problems before they arise. Instead of spending time to dream of your â € happy ending, â Â ™ you must work on the calculation of any possible permutation and pitfall that
could emerge in it. More you see, more planned steps forward, more become powerful. The other face of Giano constantly looks to the pastâ € Â ”even if not to remember the pains of the past or bring rancor. This would limit only your power. Metays of the game is learning to forget those events of the past that eat away and swim your reason. The
real purpose of the eye that looks back is to constantly educate yourselfâ € Â ”look at the past to learn from those who came before you. (The many historical examples in this book will help this process considerably.) Then, looking at the past, look more closely, your actions and those of your friends. This is the most vital school from which you can
learn, because it comes from personal experience. There are no principles; There are only events. There is nothing good and bad, there are only circumstances. The superior man marries events and circumstances to guide them. If there were fixed principles and laws, the eicimac eicimac emoc orebbereibmac el non A man can not be predicted to be
wiser¹ than an entire nation.HONORÃÂ DE BALZAC, 1799-1850You begin by examining the mistakes you have made in the past, those that most¹ severely restrained you back. You analyze them in terms of 48 laws of power, and extract from them a lesson and oath: Ã ④ ÂÂYou will never repeat that mistake again¹; you will never fall² again¹ into such a
trap.ÃÂÂ If you can evaluate and observe yourself in this way, you can learn to break the patterns of the pastÂÂan ability immensely valuable.Power requires capacity to play with appearances. To do this it is necessary to learn to wear many masks and keep a bag full of deceptive tricks. Deception and disguise should not be seen as ugly or immoral.
All human interactions require deception at many levels, and somehow thereÃ² separating humans from animals Ã¢ our capacity to lie and deceive. In Greek myths, in the Mahabharata cycle of  ÂIndia, in the Middle Eastern epic of Gilga mesh, Ã'privilege of the gods to use deceptive arts; a great man, Odysseus for example, Ã was judged by his
ability to rival the ability gods, stealing part of their divine power by pairing them with ingenuity and deceit. Deception Ã is a developed art of civilization It is the most powerful weapon in the power game.You cannot² succeed in deception unless you take a somewhat distant approach to sÃ© yourselfÂÂunless you can² be many different people,
wearing the mask that the day and time require. With such a flexible approach to all aspects, including your own, you lose a lot of the internal heaviness that keeps people already¹. Make your face as malleable as the actorÂ Âs, works to hide your intentions from others, practice of luring people into traps. Playing with appearances and mastering the
arts of deception are among the aesthetic pleasures of life. They are also key components If trickery is the most powerful weapon¹ in your arsenal, then patience in all things is your crucial shield. Patience will protect protect Rew FO yraoy fo flah.esle gnihtyna yb detcartsid EB ton od dna ,secnatsmucricrric drawtuo eht ,sevom rieht fo stluser eht
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learn how to judge all the things from ciÃ² that cost you. As Nietzsche wrote, "The value of a thing sometimes does not lie in ciÃ² you reach with it, but in ciÃ² you pay for it" ciÃ² that costs us ". Maybe you will achieve your goal and a worthy goal to that, but at what price? Apply this standard to everything, including whether to collaborate with other
people or come to their help. At the end, life Ã is short, the opportunities they are few and you only have so much energy to draw on. And in this sense it is as important a consideration as any other. Never waste precious time, or peace of mind mental, in the affairs of others - Ã is too high a price to pay. Power is a social game. To learn and master it,
you need to develop the to study and understand people. As the great thinker and courtier Baltasar GraciÃ£Â↔ wrote: "Many people spend time studying properties of animals or herbs; How much more¹ it would be important to study those of people, with whom we must live or die! to be a master who you must also be a master psychologist. You
have to recognize the motivations and see through the cloud of dust with which people surround their actions. An understanding of the hidden reasons of people Ã′s the greatest knowledge you can have in gaining power. Opens endless possibilities deception, seduction and manipulation. People are of infinite complexity And you can spend a lifetime
looking at them without ever understanding them. So Ã† much more¹, then, start your education now. In doing so, you also have to keep in mind a principle: never discriminate about who you study and who you trust. Never trust anyone and study everyone, including friends and loved ones. Finally, you must always learn to take the indirect path to
power. Wake up your cunning. How billiard ball that Caroms multiple¹ times before he hits hit ehc eggel al eranimase rep e enoizagivan al rep otattegorp ehcna otats ¨Ã orbil lI .otinif olreva opod opmet otlom enoizatulavir al e oreisnep li Ãreripsi orbil led atidnoforppa aruttel anU .itaidemmi iraffa iout ius ollortnoc id odarg eroiggam nu erenetto e
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particular time more¹ relevant to you. You are six problems with a superior and you cannot understand why your efforts did not lead to more¹ gratitude or promotion. Several laws deal specifically with the master-underling relationship, and one of them is almost certainly being flouted. By browsing through the opening paragraphs for the 48 laws in
the summary, Ã is possible to identify the relevant law.Finally, the book can be browsed and collected separately for entertainment, for a pleasant ride through the phobias and great actions of our predecessors in power. A warning, for Ã², to those who use the book for this purpose: it might be better to go back. The power is infinitely seductive and
deceptive in its own way. Ã a labyrinthÂyour mind is consumed by solving its infinite problems, and you soon realize how pleasantly lost you have become. In other words, it's fun to take it seriously. Do not be frivolous with such critical matter. The gods of power frown on the frivolous; they give ultimate satisfaction only to those who study and reflect,
and punish those who scrub the surfaces in search of a good time.Any man who tries to be good all the time Ã is destined to come to ruin among the great number who are not good. So a prince who wants to maintain his authority you must learn how to not be good, and use that knowledge, or refrain from using it, such as the need requires.THE
PRINCE, NiccolÃÂ² Machiavelli, 1469-1527LAW 1NEVER OVERCOME THE MASTERJUDGMENTMAKE those above you feel comfortably superior. In your desire to please and impress them, don't go too far in showing your talents or you could realize the opposite Ã Âinspire Â fear and insecurity. Make your masters appear brighter than they are and
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ylniatrec dna, enoyna yb ssenhsival ni enodtuo gnieb ecnanetnuc ton dluoc eh;semit la ta nuitta fo retnec ehb et ot detnaw ohu nam tenagorra dna duorp a saw ,gniK nuS eht ,VIX yratilos by It was basically. Voltaire, 1694-1778over of the Lawin beginning of the 1600s, the Italian astronomer and mathematician Galileo is in a precarious position. He
depended on the genericity of the great rulers to support the search for him, and as well as all the scientists of the Renaissance, sometimes he made gifts of his inventions and discovered to the main patrons of the time. Once, for example, he present a military compass that he had invented to the Duke of Gonzaga. Then he dedicated a book that
explained the use of the compass to the Medicis. Both rulers were grateful, and thanks to them Galileo was able to find more students to teach. It doesn't matter how great the discovery of him, however, his customers usually paid him with gifts, unbelieving. He has created a life of constant insecurity and dependence. There must be an easy way, he
thought.Galileo affected a new strategy in 1610, when he discovered the moons of Jupiter. Instead of dividing the discovery between his patron saint, giving him the telescope he had used, dedicating a book to another, and so away as he had done in the past, he decided to focus exclusively on the medicis. He chose the medicis for a reason: shortly
after Cosimo I had founded the medical dynasty, in 1540, he had made Jupiter, the most powerful of the gods, the symbol of the doctorsâ € Â ”a symbol of a power that went beyond politics And the banking activity, linked to ancient Rome and its divinity .Galileo transformed its discovery of the moons of Jupiterâ € â ™ into a cosmic event that honored
the greatness of the medicisâ €. Shortly after the discovery, announced that the luminous stars Â the moons of Jupiter offered themselves in the sky Â to his telescope at the same time as the introtion of Cosimo IIâ Â s. He said that the number of moons â "fourteen Â" harmonized with the number of medicis (Cosimo II had three brothers) and that the
moons orbit on Jupiter while these four children revolved around Cosimo I, the founder â € â € ™ Dynasty. More than by coincidence, this led led asecsa'l onavettelfir issets ileic i ehc otartsomid ertla e ,aidivni ,otnemitnesir id opit ingo etnemlarutan itiga ,itnelat iout i irtsom e odnom len irtsom it odnauQ .ezzerucisni ah onungoEREVOP REP
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oelilaG ,sicideM ia atrepocs al otacided reva opoD .ailgimaf of insecurity. This is predictable. You can't spend your life worrying about the petty feelings of With those above you, however, you have to take a different approach: when it comes to power, overcoming the teacher it is perhaps the worst mistake of everyone. Not to deceive yourself in
thinking that life has changed a lot since Luigi's time XIV and the medicis. Those who reach a high level in life are like king and queens: they want to feel safe in their positions, and superior to those around them in intelligence, spirit and charm. It is a mortal, but common misunderstanding, believing that by exhibiting and avenging one's gifts and
talents, the affection of the â € â ™ is being conquered. He can pretend to appreciate it, but on his first occasion he replaces her with someone less intelligent, less attractive, less threatening, just like Louis XIV replaced the sparkling Fouquet with the bland Colbert. And as with Luigi, he does not admit the truth, but finds an excuse to get rid of your
presence. This law involves two rules that you have to make. First, you can inadvertently highlight a master by simply being yourself. There are masters who are the most insecure of others, monstrously insecure; It is naturally able to eclipse for your charm and grace. Have more natural talents of Astorre Manfredi, prince of Faenza. The most
beautiful of all the young principles of Italy, he captured his subjects with his genericity and the open spirit of him. In the year 1500, Cesare Borgia besieged Faenza. When the city surrendered, the citizens expected the worst from the cruel Borgia, who, however, decided to save the city: he simply occupied his fortress, he did not just justify any of his
citizens, and allowed Prince Manfredi, eighteen at the time, To stay in his court, in the middle of the free weeks later, however, the soldiers dragged Astorre Manfredi into a Roman prison. A year later, his body was caught by the Tiber river, a stone tied around the neck. Borgia justifies the horrible act with a kind of triumphant accusation of treason
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eraifnog e erittaippa ived amirP .oiggatnav out a eggeL atseuq eramrofsart ioup ,enordap out li erassapertlo id ilocirep i odnecsonoC.atset aut but has its limits; it is too direct and obvious, and looks bad to other courtiers. Discreet flattery is much more powerful. If you are more intelligent than your master, for example, seem the opposite: Make him
appear more intelligent than you. Act naive. Make it seem that you need his expertise. Commit harmless mistakes that will not hurt you in the long run but will give you the chance to ask for his help. Masters adore such requests. A master who cannot bestow on you the gifts of his experience may direct rancor and ill will at you instead.If your ideas
are more creative than your master¢ÃÂÂs, ascribe them to him, in as public a manner as possible. Make it clear that your advice is merely an echo of his advice.If you surpass your master in wit, it is okay to play the role of the court jester, but do not make him appear cold and surly by comparison. Tone down your humor if necessary, and find ways to
make him seem the dispenser of amusement and good cheer. If you are naturally more sociable and generous than your master, be careful not to be the cloud that blocks his radiance from others. He must appear as the sun around which everyone revolves, radiating power and brilliance, the center of attention. If you are thrust into the position of
entertaining him, a display of your limited means may win you his sympathy. Any attempt to impress him with your grace and generosity can prove fatal: Learn from Fouquet or pay the price.In all of these cases it is not a weakness to disguise your strengths if in the end they lead to power. By letting others outshine you, you remain in control, instead
of being a victim of their insecurity. This will all come in handy the day you decide to rise above your inferior status. If, like Galileo, you can make your master shine even more in the eyes of others, then you are a godsend and you will be instantly promoted.Image: The Stars in the Sky. There can be only one sun at a time. Never obscure the sunlight,
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this time of peril he needed someone he could trust as his councillor, and his thoughts turned to Basilius, his best friend. Basilius had no experience whatsoever in government and politics¢ÃÂÂin fact, he was the head of the royal stables¢ÃÂÂbut he had proven his love and gratitude time and again.To have a good enemy, choose a friend: He knows
where to strike.DIANF DE POITIERS, 1499-1566, MISTRESS OF HENRI II OF FRANCEThey had met a few years before, when Michael had been visiting the stables just as a wild horse got loose. Basilius, a young groom from peasant Macedonian stock, had saved Michael¢ÃÂÂs life. The groom¢ÃÂÂs strength and courage had impressed Michael, who
immediately raised Basilius from the obscurity of being a horse trainer to the position of head of the stables. He loaded his friend with gifts and favors and they became inseparable. Basilius was sent to the finest school in Byzantium, and the crude peasant became a cultured and sophisticated courtier.Every time I bestow a vacant office I make a
hundred discontented persons and one ingrate.Louis XIV, 1638-1715Now Michael was emperor, and in need of someone loyal. Who could he better trust with the post of chamberlain and chief councillor than a young man who owed him everything?Basilius could be trained for the job and Michael loved him like a brother. Ignoring the advice of those
who recommended the much more qualified Bardas, Michael chose his friend.Thus for my own part I have more than once been deceived by the person I loved most and of whose love, above everyone else¢ÃÂÂs, I have been most confident. So that I believe that it may be right to love and serve one person above all others, according to merit and
worth, but never to trust so much in this tempting trap of friendship as to have cause to repent of it later on.BALDASSARE CASTIGLIONE, 1478-1529Basilius learned well and was of of consulting the emperor on all state issues. The only problem seemed to be money - Basiiius never had enough. The exposure to the splendor of the Byzantine life of the
court made him ancestor for the advantages of power. Michael doubled, then tripled his salary, deceived him and married him with the mistress of him, Eudoxiaingerina. Keeping a friend and a consultant so trusted was worth any price. But other problems had to come. Bardas was now head of the army and Basil convinced Michael that the man was
hopelessly ambitious. Under the illusion of being able to control his nephew, Bardas had conspired to put him on the throne, and he could conspire again, this time to get rid of Michael and take the crown herself. Basil from the poison in Michael's ear until the emperor agreed to kill his uncle. During a great race of horses, Basilius closed on Bardas
between the crowd and stabbed him to death. Shortly thereafter, Basilius asked to replace Bardas as head of the army, where he could maintain control of the kingdom and repress the rebellion. There it was granted. Now the power and wealth of Basilius have grown, and a few years later Michael, in the financial strait of him, asked him to repay
some of the money that he had borrowed over the years. For the shock and amazement of Michael, Basilio refused, with a look of this impudence that the emperor suddenly realized the situation of him: the former stable boy had more money, more allies in the army and in the Senate the same emperor. A few weeks later, after a night of heavy drinks,
Michael woke up to find himself surrounded by soldiers. Basilius looked at the emperor to death. So, after proclaiming himself emperor, he ride the horse on the streets of Byzantium, brandishing the head of his ex benefactor and best friend of him at the end of a long pike. The ²Ãiccavocca ²Ãiccavocca is onidatnoc li ,irotiugesni ious ia olrednocsan
reP .ativ al ilgravlas rep erotlocirga nu oreseihc irotaiccac iad otiugesni etnepres nu enoria'l e onidatnoc li Let the snake strips in the belly. But when the danger had passed and the farmer asked the snake to go out, the snake refused. It was warm and safe inside. On the way home, the man saw a heron and approached him and whispered what had
happened. The heron told him to crouch and strive to expel the snake. When the snake turned off his head, the heron took him, he turned him out and killed him. The farmer was worried that the snake poison could still be within him, and the heron told him that the cure for the snake poison was to cook and eat six white birds. Ã ¢ âvelop "You are a
white bird â €, said the farmer. Â Â Â Â Â for a start. "He grabbed the heron, put it in a bag and brought him home, where he hangs him while he told his wife what had happened. "I'm surprised by you," said his wife. "The bird makes you a kindness, he frees you badly in his belly, he saves his life in fact, yet you take it and talk about killing him. He
immediately released the heron and flew away. But he torn on his way The eyes. Moral: when you see the water that flows uphill, it means that someone is repaying a kindness. African Folk TalerpreionMichael III has focused his future in the sense of gratitude that he thought that Basilius should try for him. Definitely Basil would serve him Better; his
wealth, his education and his position was to the emperor. So, once Basilius was in power, everything he needed was better to give him, strengthening the ties between the two men. It was only the fateful day when the emperor saw that impudent smile on the face of Basilius who realized his mortal error. He had created a monster. He had allowed a
man to see power up close - a man who then wanted more, that who He walked anything and he had taken him, that he felt burdened by the dear he had received and simply did that People do in such a situation: they forget the favors they have received and imagine having gained their success based on their merits. At the moment of Michael's
realization, he could still save her, save her, friendship and love blind all men to their interests. Nobody believes a friend can betray. And Michael continued not to believe until the day that his head Ã was on a peak.Sir, protect me from my friends; I can take care of my enemies.Voltaire, 1694-1778LOLLIPOP OBSERVANCEo several centuries after the
fall of the Han dynasty (A.D. 222), Chinese history followed the same pattern of violent and bloody coups, one after the other. Army men would plot to kill a weak emperor, then replace him on the Dragon Throne with a strong general. The general would start a new dynasty and crown himself emperor; to ensure his survival he would kill his fellow
generals. A few years later, however, the pattern would resume: the new generals would rise up and assassinate him or his sons in turn. Being emperor of China had to be alone, surrounded by a pack of enemiesÂÂwas the least powerful and least secure position of the kingdom.In the year 959, General Chao KÃ Âuang-yin became emperor Sung. Knew
the probabilities, the probability in a year or two he would have been assassinated; how could he have broken this pattern? Shortly after becoming emperor, Sung ordained a banquet to celebrate the new dynasty, and invited the most powerful commanders¹ of the army. After drinking a lot of wine, he dismissed the guards and all but the generals,
who now feared he would kill them in one fell swoop. Instead, she addressed them: Ã Â ÂThe whole day is spent in fear, and I'm unhappy both at the table and in my bed. For those of you who do not dream of ascending the throne? I do not doubt your loyalty, but if by chance your subordinates, in search of wealth and position, would force you in turn
to wear the yellow robe of  Holy , how could you refuse it?ÃÂ Drunken and fearful for the oi oi ,idnamoc iout ia eraicnunir a otsopsid ies eS .erono e ezzehccir id otnemidog ocificap ni ¨Ã inroig sÂÂ anu erassap rep eroilgim odom lIÂÂ¢Ã :eedi ertla otuva ah gnuS aM . Ãtlael orol al e azneconni orol al onoramalcorp ilareneg i ,ativ Ready to provide you
with an excellent estate and beautiful houses where you may have your pleasure with singers and girls like companions. â € The amazed generals realized that instead of a life of anxiety and sung struggle he was offering them wealth and safety. The following day, all the generals offered their resignation and retired as nobles to the owners who sung.
There are many who therefore think that a main essay should, when he has the possibility, to foment a little enmity, so that by suppressing him, increase his greatness of him. The principles, and above all the new ones, found more faith and more utilities in those men, who at the beginning of their power considered suspiciously, which in those in
which they initially confided. Pandolfo Petrucci, Prince of Siena, ruled his state from those who suspected that from others. to Secure His Rule. In 971 AD, the King Liu of the southern Han finally surrendered to him after years of rebellion. For the amazement of Liu, Sung gave him a degree in the imperial court and invited him to the building to seal
their new Friendship with the wine. While the king liu took the glass that Sung offered him, hesitated, fearing that he contained poison. è ¢ âvelop your topic is certainly deserves deathâ €, shouting: ã ¢ â â â ¬ å "But your majesty to save the life of your subject. In fact I dare not drink this wine. The emperor Sung laughed, took the glass from them
and swallowed it alone. There was no poison. From that moment on in Then Liu became his most trusted and loyal friend. At the time, China had sprung up in many small kingdoms. When it was defeated that "the IC Shu, the king of one of these, was defeated, the sang ministers advised the emperor to block this rebel. They presented documents
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", he corrected his general companions with splendid estates and kept them away. This was a much better way to live them over than kill them, which would have led only other generals to seek revenge. And Sung would have nothing to do with the "friendship" ministers. Pi often, they would have ended up drinking his famous cup of poisoned wine.
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morning with three of the alleged kidnappers. Explaining to him guests of him that he would have most of the American American soldiers completely charmed them. They gave him some ¢ÃÂÂKidnap Kissinger¢ÃÂÂ buttons and one of them remained a friend of his for years, visiting him on several occasions. This was not just a onetime ploy: Kissinger
made a policy of working with those who disagreed with him. Colleagues commented that he seemed to get along better with his enemies than with his friends.Without enemies around us, we grow lazy. An enemy at our heels sharpens our wits, keeping us focused and alert. It is sometimes better, then, to use enemies as enemies rather than
transforming them into friends or allies.Mao Tse-tung saw conflict as key in his approach to power. In 1937 the Japanese invaded China, interrupting the civil war between Mao¢ÃÂÂs Communists and their enemy, the Nationalists.Fearing that the Japanese would wipe them out, some Communist leaders advocated leaving the Nationalists to fight the
Japanese, and using the time to recuperate. Mao disagreed: The Japanese could not possibly defeat and occupy a vast country like China for long. Once they left, the Communists would have grown rusty if they had been out of combat for several years, and would be ill prepared to reopen their struggle with the Nationalists. To fight a formidable foe
like the Japanese, in fact, would be the perfect training for the Communists¢ÃÂÂ ragtag army. Mao¢ÃÂÂs plan was adopted, and it worked: By the time the Japanese finally retreated, the Communists had gained the fighting experience that helped them defeat the Nationalists.Years later, a Japanese visitor tried to apologize to Mao for his
country¢ÃÂÂs invasion of China. Mao interrupted, ¢ÃÂÂShould I not thank you instead?¢ÃÂÂ Without a worthy opponent, he explained, a man or group cannot grow stronger.Mao¢ÃÂÂs strategy of constant conflict has several key components. First, be certain that in the long run you will emerge victorious. Never pick a fight with someone you are
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sabane yabɔ. Koy Ron tan tan Agrau Bin Bintr Burtu The malrm salm .. alk out of PCah or Bam. Sallow that I am people who are people of them y , yellellenmen. Let their most dear friend¹ in court take the fall by mistake, since the public would not believe that they would deliberately sacrifice a friend for that purpose. Of course, after playing that
card, you lost your friend forever.  better, then, reserve the role of scapegoat for someone who Ã is close to you but not too close. Finally, the problem at work with friends Ã is confusing the boundaries and the distances that work requires. But if both partners in the agreement understand the dangers involved, a friend can often be used very
effectively. However, you should never let your guard down in such a feat; always look for any signs of emotional disorder such as envy and ingratitude. Nothing is stable in the realm of power, and even the closest¹ of friends can be transformed into the worst of enemies. Law 3Conceal your intentions that keep people off balance sheet and in the dark
never revealing the purpose behind your actions. If they have no idea what you're doing, they can't prepare a defense. Drive them far enough along the wrong road, wrap them with enough smoke and when they realize your intentions, will be too late. Part I: Use knocked desire objects and red weapons to throw people out of the perfumof at any time
In the deception in which you practice people have the slightest suspicion regarding your intentions, everything is lost. Don't give them the chance to feel what you're doing: throw them out of the scent by dragging the red weapons across the path. Use false sincerity, send ambiguous signals, set misleading objects of desire. Unable to distinguish
genuine from false, they cannot choose your true goal. Transgression of the Lawover several weeks, Ninon de Lenclos, the most notorious courtesan of 17th century France, listened patiently while the Marquis de SevignÃ© explained her struggles in pursuing a beautiful but difficult young countess. At the time, Ninon was sixty-two years old and
more¹ experienced in matters of love; The Marquis was a twenty -two boy, beautiful, fascinating, but without hope in romanticism. At the beginning Ninon was amused in hearing the Marquis talking about his mistakes of him, but in the end he had enough. Unable to bear the ineptitude in any kingdom, especially in seducing a woman, he decided to
take the young man under his wing of him. First, he had to understand that this was war, and that the beautiful countess was a citadel to whom he had to be besieged with the same attention as every general. Each step was to be planned and performed with the utmost attention to details and nuances. Handing the Marquis to start again, Ninon told
him to get closer to the Countess with a little distance, an air of nonchalance. The next time that the two were alone together, he said he, he would have confided with the countess as he would have made a friend but not a potential lover. This is to throw her out of her scent. The countess had no longer had to take an interest in her by concession
"perhaps she was only interested in her friendship. It had planned ahead. Once the countess has been confused, it would be time to make it jealous. At the next meeting, in an important Fã Thu of Paris, the Marquis showed up with a beautiful young woman alongside him. This beautiful young woman had equally beautiful friends, so that wherever the
countess would have seen the Marquis, she would have been surrounded by the most beautiful young women in Paris. Not only would the Countess be full of jealousy, but she would come to see the Marquis as someone desired by the others. It was difficult for Ninon to make the Marquis understand, but she patiently explained that a woman
interested in a man wants to see that other women are also interested in him. Not only that gives him an instant value, it makes even more satisfying to tear it from their clutches. A time that the countess was jealous but intrigued, it would be time to deceive her. On order â € Ninone, the Marquis not â ™ presentÃ² in those affairs in which the
countess expected to see him. Then suddenly, suddenly, suddenly, He had never attended salons before, but the countess often attended. He wouldn't be able to predict his moves. Everything there² would have pushed you into the state of emotional confusion that Ã is a prerequisite for successful seduction. These moves took several weeks. Ninon
monitored the Marquis' progress: through his network of spies, he heard how the Countess would laugh a little louder¹ for her arguments, listened more¹ closely to her stories. She felt the countess was suddenly asking questions about him. Her friends told her that in social affairs the Countess often looked at the Marquis, following her steps. He did
not feel certain that the young woman was falling under his spell. It was a matter of weeks now, maybe a month or two, but if everything went smoothly, the Citadel would fall. A few days later the Marquis was in the Countess's house. They were alone. Suddenly he was a different man: this time he was acting on his impulse, rather than following
Ninon's instructions, he took the countess's hands and told her that he was in love with her. The young woman seemed confused, a reaction she did not expect. Ã become polite, then she apologizes. For the rest of the evening, his eyes were not there to say good night. Later visitsÃ² were told he was not at home. When he finally admitted it again, the
two felt embarrassing and uncomfortable with each other. The spell Ã was broken. Interpretationnon de Lenclos knew all about the art of love. The greatest writers, thinkers and politicians of the time were his lovers - men like La Rochefoucauld, MoliÃ£Â F.R. and Richelieu. Seduction was a game for her, to be played with skill. As she grew older and
her reputation grew, the most important families in France would send her children to be educated about love. Ninon knew that men and onos onos ol odnauq onocsipecrep osseps ,ortned odnof nI : ossets ol onavorp enoizudes id attart is odnauq am ,isrevid otlom onos they give in because they enjoy the feeling of being led along. It is a pleasure to let
go, and to allow the other person to detour you into a strange country. Everything in seduction, however, depends on suggestion. You cannot announce your intentions or reveal them directly in words. Instead you must throw your targets off the scent. To surrender to your guidance they must be appropriately confused. You have to scramble your
signals¢ÃÂÂappear interested in another man or woman (the decoy), then hint at being interested in the target, then feign indifference, on and on. Such patterns not only confuse, they excite.Imagine this story from the countess¢ÃÂÂs perspective: After a few of the marquis¢ÃÂÂs moves, she sensed the marquis was playing some sort of game, but the
game delighted her. She did not know where he was leading her, but so much the better. His moves intrigued her, each of them keeping her waiting for the next one¢ÃÂÂshe even enjoyed her jealousy and confusion, for sometimes any emotion is better than the boredom of security. Perhaps the marquis had ulterior motives; most men do. But she was
willing to wait and see, and probably if she had been made to wait long enough, what he was up to would not have mattered.The moment the marquis uttered that fatal word ¢ÃÂÂlove,¢ÃÂÂ however, all was changed. This was no longer a game with moves, it was an artless show of passion. His intention was revealed: He was seducing her. This put
everything he had done in a new light. All that before had been charming now seemed ugly and conniving; the countess felt embarrassed and used. A door closed that would never open again.Do not be held a cheat, even though it is impossible to live today without being one. Let your greatest cunning lie in covering up what looks like cunning.
Baltasar GraciÃ¡Ân, 1601-1658OBSERVANCE OF THE LAWIn 1850 the young Otto von Bismarck, then a thirty-five-year-old deputy in the Prussian parliament, was at a turning point in his career. The issues of , you decide, you decide ,Hceeps suomafni saTMâ€TMsâ€Ã¢kcramsib retfa skeew wef a.detreva saw raw dna ,tuo now sretsinim sih dna gnik
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noitazilibom yna kcab ot . ,Gonp eht dna ,gna rawt dna . â€œI'm not sure what to do with my life, but Iâ€TMm not sure what to do with my life. Iâ€TMm not sure what to do with my life. DNA snamreg ot depoh taht taht htuos eh taht htuos ehtaht htuos ehtaht htuos ehtaht htuos ehtaht htuos eht taht htuos eht taht htuos eht taht htuos eh. ynamreg
hcihw otni )Asurp gnidulcni Etats ynam eht give him my hand re, grateful to have spoken for peace, named him Minister of Cabinet. A few years later he became the Prussian Prime Minister. In this role he led his country and a king lover of peace in a war against Austria, crushing the former empire and establishing a powerful German state, with
Prussia to the head. Interpretation of his speech in 1850, Bismarck made several calculations. Firstly, he felt that the Prussian army, who had not kept his step with other European armies, was not ready for the war, that Austria, in fact, could very well win, a disastrous result for the future. Secondly, if the war had been lost and Bismarck had
supported him, he would have been seriously compromised. The king and his conservative ministers wanted peace; Bismarck wanted power. Him's answer was to throw away people from the perfume by supporting a cause that he detested, saying things he would laugh about if he said from another. An entire country has been deceived. It was thanks
to the speech of Bismarckâ € that the king named him minister, a position from which he rapidly elevated to prime minister, obtaining the power to strengthen the Prussian army and realize that he had always wanted: the humiliation of Austria and the The unification of Germany under the guidance â € Â Â ™ Prussian.Bismarck was certainly one of
the most intelligent statesmen who never lived, a master of strategy and deception. Nobody suspected what he was doing in this case. If he had announced his real intentions, claiming that it was better to wait now and fight more, he would not have won the discussion, since most of the Prussians wanted the war at that moment and mistakenly
believed that their army was superior to the AustriansIf he had acted against the king, asking to be appointed minister in exchange for support for peace, he would not have succeeded: the king would have warned him of his ambition and By being completely insincere and sending out misleading signals, however, he deceived everyone, hid his
purpose, and achieved everything that he has power of hiding your intentions.KEYS TO POWERMost people are open books. They say what they feel, blurt out their opinions at every opportunity, and constantly reveal their plans and intentions. They do this for several reasons. First, it is easy and natural to always want to talk about one¢ÃÂÂs feelings
and plans for the future. It takes effort to control your tongue and monitor what you reveal. Second, many believe that by being honest and open they are winning people¢ÃÂÂs hearts and showing their good nature. They are greatly deluded. Honesty is actually a blunt instrument, which bloodies more than it cuts. Your honesty is likely to offend
people; it is much more prudent to tailor your words, telling people what they want to hear rather than the coarse and ugly truth of what you feel or think. More important, by being unabashedly open you make yourself so predictable and familiar that it is almost impossible to respect or fear you, and power will not accrue to a person who cannot
inspire such emotions.If you yearn for power, quickly lay honesty aside, and train yourself in the art of concealing your intentions. Master the art and you will always have the upper hand. Basic to an ability to conceal one¢ÃÂÂs intentions is a simple truth about human nature: Our first instinct is to always trust appearances. We cannot go around
doubting the reality of what we see and hear¢ÃÂÂconstantly imagining that appearances concealed something else would exhaust and terrify us. This fact makes it relatively easy to conceal one¢ÃÂÂs intentions. Simply dangle an object you seem to desire, a goal you seem to aim for, in front of people¢ÃÂÂs eyes and they will take the appearance for
reality. Once their eyes focus on the decoy, they will fail to notice what you are really up to. In seduction, set up conflicting signals, such as desire and indifference, and you not only throw them off the scent, you inflame their desire to possess you.A tactic that is often effective in setting up a red si hcuS hcuS It seems to support an idea or cause that Ã
is actually contrary to your feelings. (Bismarck usÃ² this to get great effect in his 1850 speech.) Â Most people will believeÃ that you have experienced a change of heart, since Ã is so unusual to play with something as emotional as opinions and values Â. The same is true for any object of deceived desire: You seem to want something in which you
actually You are not interested at all and your enemies will be thrown from the scent, making all kinds of mistakes in their calculations.During the War of the Spanish Succession in 1711, the Duke of Marlborough, head of the English army, wanted to destroy a key French fort, because it protected a vital road in France. Yet he knew that if he
destroyed it, the French would understand what he wantedÂÂto advance down that road. Instead, he simply captured the fort, and garrisoned it with some of his troops, making it appear as if he wanted it for some purpose of his own. The French attacked the fort and the Duke allowed him to recapture it. Once they had it back, they had destroyed it
for Ã², thinking that the Duke had wanted it for some important reason. Now that the fort was gone, the road was not protected, and Marlborough could easily march to France.Use this tactic in the following way: Hide your intentions not by closing (with the risk of appearing confidential, and making people suspicious) but by talking endlessly about
your wishes and goalsÂÂjust not the real ones. You will kill three birds with a stone: You will appear friendly, open and confident; you will hide your intentions; and you will send your rivals on time-consuming chases of wild geese.Another powerful tool in throwing people from the smell Ã is false sincerity. People easily exchange sincerity for onest.
RememberÂÂtheir first instinct Ão trust appearances, and poichÃ© the honest and want to believe in honesty of those around them, they will rarely doubt you or see through your act. You seem to believe You say that you give your words a great weight. It is so that Iago has deceived and destroyed Otello: given the profit of him, the apparent sincere
of him for the alleged infidelity of Desde Mona, how could Othello warn him? This is also the way in which the great with yellow artist Kid Weil pulled the wool over the eyes of Suckers: seeming to believe so deeply in the object of the outcome that was dangling in front of them (a false stock, a propagated racing horse ), he made his difficult reality to
doubt. Obviously, it is obviously not to go too far in this area. The sincereness is a complicated tool: it appears overcoming and lifting suspicions. Be measured and credible or your stratagem seems to be the interruption that is. To make your false a honest weapon in hiding your intentions, marry a conviction in honest and frankness as important
social values. Give it the most publicly possible. He emphasizes your position on this topic by occasionally disseminating a sincere thought - even if only one that is actually insignificant or irrelevant, of course. The Minister of Napoleon Talleyrand was a teacher in bringing people to him by revealing an apparent secret. This fake trust - an bait - would
therefore have aroused a real trust on the other side. They cultivate a honesty air in an area to mask their dishonest in others. The honest is simply another bait in their arms arsenal. Part II: Use smoking screens to mask your deception actions is always the best strategy, but the best deceptions require a smoke screen to distract people's attention
from your true purpose. The underwater outside - like the face of illegible poker - is often the perfect smoke screen, hiding your intentions behind the comfortable and family members. If you lead the suction cup along a family path, do not make fun of it when it in a trap. trap. $1 million. It settles in semi-retirement and managing its many properties,
but deep into the square for the old days of doing business. One day a young man named Joseph Weil visited his office, wanting to buy an apartment he had for sale. Geezil explained the terms: the price was $8,000, but only required a down payment of $2,000. Weil said he would sleep on it, but Ã was back the following day and Ã was offered to pay
$8,000 in cash, if Geezil could wait a couple of days, until a deal Weil did not work on. Even in SemireTrement, a smart businessman like Geezil was curious to know how Weil would be able to find so much money (about $150,000 today) so quickly. Weil seemed reluctant to say and quickly changed the topic, but Geezil was persistent. Finally, after the
assurances of confidentiality, Weil told Geezil the following story.jehu, king of Israel feigns the worship of the idol Ba â∙Althen Jehu riunÃou all the people and told them: "He served a little bit 'a little' a little bit '" ; But Jehu served him well much more¹. Now then call me all the prophets of BaÃ¢ â∙Al, all its worshippers and all its priests; Don't lose
anyone, because I have a great sacrifice to offer to BaÃ¢ â∙Ëal; whoever is missing will not live. But Jehu did it with cunning to destroy the worshippers of BA. E jehu ordinÃ²: Ã¢ â priSanctify a solemn assembly for BaÃ¢ â∙al. Ã¢ â∙â So they proclaimed it. And Jehu mandÃ² in all Israel; And all the worshippers of BaÃ¢ â∙came, so that there was not a
man who did not come. And they entered the house of BaÃ¢ â∙Ëal, and the house of Ba was filled by an end to the other ... then Jehu andÃ² in the house of BaÃ¢ â‡ Ëal ... and he told the faithful of BaÃ¢ â¢ â ÅIncine, and they see that there is no servant of the Lord here among you, but only the faithful of BaÃ¢ âÅ   Al. âfaithfulBaÃ¢ went to offer
sacrifices and burnt offerings. Now Jehu had inam inam eut ellen od ihc a avettemrep ehc omou'L" :essid e irouf inimou atnatto The leak will lose your life.ÃÂ CosÃ, as soon as you have After the end of the Holocaust offering, Jehu told the guard and officers, Ã ÂÂEnter and kill them; do not escape a man.ÃÂ Cosª when they put them to the sword, the
guard and the officers chased them out and went to the inner room of BaÃÃfugronoal's house and took out the pillar that was in BaÃÂ  Âs house and burned it. And they demolished the pillar of BaÃalÂal and demolished the house of BaÃÂal, and made it a latrine to this day. Thus, Jehu spazzÃ² via BaÃ ④ Â Âal from Israel.OLD TESTAMENT, 2 RE
10:18-28WeilÃuncle Â was the secretary of a coterie of multimillion-dollar financiers. These wealthy lords had bought a hunting lodge in Michigan a decade ago, at an affordable price. They had not used the house for a few years, so they had decided to sell it and had asked WeilÃs Â's uncle to get him all he could. For reasonsÂÂgood reasonsÂÂof his
own, the uncle had for years harbored a grudge against the millionaires; this was his chance to take them back. He sold the property for $35,000 to a tenured man (which was task Â WeilÃ Âs find). The financiers were too rich to worry about this low price. The man would turn around and sell the property again at its real price, about $155,000.
Uncle Weil and third man would split the profits of this second sale. It was all legal and for a good cause Ã ÂÂthe uncleaÂ Âs only pay.Geezil had heard enough: He wanted to be the set-up buyer. Weil was reluctant to engage him, but Geezil did not back down: the idea of a big profit, plus¹ a little adventure, won him. Weil explained that Geezil would
need to put the $35,000 in cash to get the deal done. Geezil, a millionaire, said he could get the money with a finger stroke. Weil eventually relented and agreed to arrange a meeting between his uncle, Geezil, and the financiers, city of Galesburg, Illinois. Illinois. right, I am not good, I am fine, dezigolopa lieW.derif eb, daloo, elcnu, ha, siht,
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was conceived by Weil, better known as Ã Â Âthe Yellow Kid,Ã ÂÂ one of the most¹ stories Weil split the $35,000 with the financiers and the boxers (all fellow con artists)¢ÃÂÂa nice little profit for a few days¢ÃÂÂ work.SNEAK ACROSS THE OCEAN IN BROAD DAYLIGHTThis means to create a front that eventually becomes imbued with an
atmosphere or impression of familiarity, within which the strategist may maneuver unseen while all eyes are trained to see obvious familiarities. ¢ÃÂÂTHE THIRTY-SIX STRATEGIES.¢ÃÂÂ QUOTED IN THE JAPANESE ART OF WAR.THOMAS CLEARY, 1991InterpretationThe Yellow Kid had staked out Geezil as the perfect sucker long before he set up
the con. He knew the boxing-match scam would be the perfect ruse to separate Geezil from his money quickly and definitively. But he also knew that if he had begun by trying to interest Geezil in the boxing match, he would have failed miserably. He had to conceal his intentions and switch attention, create a smoke screen¢ÃÂÂin this case the sale of
the lodge.On the train ride and in the hotel room Geezil¢ÃÂÂs mind had been completely occupied with the pending deal, the easy money, the chance to hobnob with wealthy men. He had failed to notice that Gross was out of shape and middle-aged at best. Such is the distracting power of a smoke screen. Engrossed in the business deal, Geezil¢ÃÂÂs
attention was easily diverted to the boxing match, but only at a point when it was already too late for him to notice the details that would have given Gross away. The match, after all, now depended on a bribe rather than on the boxer¢ÃÂÂs physical condition. And Geezil was so distracted at the end by the illusion of the boxer¢ÃÂÂs death that he
completely forgot about his money.Learn from the Yellow Kid: The familiar, inconspicuous front is the perfect smoke screen. Approach your mark with an idea that seems ordinary enough¢ÃÂÂa business deal, financial intrigue. The sucker¢ÃÂÂs mind is distracted, his suspicions allayed. That is when you gently guide him onto the second path, the
slippery slope down which he slides helplessly into con con artists in Meta in the 1920s, the powerful gentlemen of the Ethiopia war were coming to the conclusion that a young man from the nobility named Hailã © SelassiU ©, also known as Ras Tafari, was overcoming them all and was approaching the point where he could proclaim himself their
boss, unifying the country for the first time after decades. Most of his rivals could not understand how this witty, quiet and mild man had been able to take control. In 1927 Selassie managed to convene the lords of the war, one at a time, to come to Addis Ababa to declare their loin and recognize it as a leader. They hidden, some they hesitated, but
only one, dejazmach balcha of Sidamo, ostened totally selassieBalcha was a great warrior and considered the new weak and unworthy leader. He remained intentionally far from the capital. In the end, SelassiU ©, in the sweet but stem media of him, ordered Balcha to come. The Lord of the war decided to obey, but so doing he would turn the cards on
the table of this pretender to the Ethiopian throne: he would come to Addis Ababa to his speed, and with an army of 10,000 men, a force quite large to defend himself, perhaps Even to start a civil war. Positioning this formidable force in a valley three miles from the capital, he waited, as a king would have done. Selassie should have come to him. In
fact, he invays emissaries, asking Balcha to participate in an afternoon banquet in honor of him. But Balcha, no madman, knew the storyâ € Â ”he knew that the previous kings and gentlemen of Ethiopia had used banquets as a trap. Once he was it full of drinks, Selassie would have arrested him or killed him. To report his understanding of the
situation, he accepted to come to the banquet, but only if he could bring his personal bodyguard "of the best soldiers of him, all armed and ready to defend him and himself. With great surprise of balchã ¢ â € Â Â ™ S, He replied with the utmost courtesy that he would be honored to host these warriors. On the road to the banquet, Balcha warns his
soldiers not to obtain onavevA .oraned e oro id initsec noc eppurt essets eus el otamra aveva eissaleS ,inimou 006 ad oproc led aidraug aus al noc eranrot a ²Ãtterffa is e asoromur ailgattab anu otitnes ebberva ahclaB ehc odnepas :aivattut ,erettabmoc a otunev are non oticrese otseuQ .otsiv aveva non ehc oiradnoces osrocrep nu rep ahclaB id
otnemapmacca'llus otabur aveva ,eissaleS id otaella nu ad otadnamoc ,oticrese ednarg nu ,ottehcnab li etnaruD .osseccus are asoc ahclaB a essid enomitset nU ?atseuq are olovaid led aigam elauQ .atneps ihcouf ad omuf olos ,allun are'c non aro ,oihcco'd atidrep a onavednetse is ehc etaroloc ednet onare'c amirp evoD .otailgabs etnemlibirret are
asoclauq ehc ediv ,aivattut ,opmac ous led atsiv ni ennev ahclaB odnauQ .etrom al o enoigirp al o are otsop ous li ,otsop ous la ossem otats ebberas eissaleS e ,enamittes ehcop ni ofnoirt ni elatipac al osrevartta otaicram orebberva itadlos issets ious i emoc - aigetarts aus al ²Ãcifinaip ,allaps aus al arpos elatipac alla orteidni odnadrauG .imra elled
itulas e isualppa art opmac la aicram orol al onoraizini itadlos ious i e ahclaB ,oiggiremop led enif allA .erinev a inroig ien iploc i eramaihc a iul otats ebberas ehc avederc ahclaB ,otnemaibmac li odnepecreP .otarepus eresse avetop non ehc oreirreug ednarg otseuq ad otidimitni ,otatnevaps essof ahclaB ehc avarbmeS .omadiS id arreug alled erongis li
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es ehc eissaleS a ¬Ãtrevva e otatnacni eresse id ²Ãtuifir is ahclaB aM .enoizarepooc e enoizavorppa aus alled ongosib etnematarepsid esseva es emoc avattart ol ,ahclaB a otaivnir aH .etnanicsaffa oilgem ous li are eissaleS ,ozzalap la onoravirra odnauQ .aidraug ni eresse E Balcha's army and they had continued to purchase every last of their weapons.
Those who refused were easily intimidated. Within a few hours, Balcha's entire force had been disarmed and scattered in all directions. taht tnorf suoucipsnocni dna dnalb a ezilitu srevieced tseb ehT .nekatsim yltaerg era uoy ,selat llat dna seil etarobale htiw daelsim ohw klof lufroloc era srevieced taht eveileb uoy fIREWOP OT SYEKyretsanom eht
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,efil ih ni emit tsrif eht rof Dnefed ot ymra eggal tes dah dah dah dah dah dah dah dah edipac eht if hcram t saw yaw rehto .yaw sih dekcolb sreidlos yh defrasid daht ymra emas , er ot sreidlos 006 sih htw decided decided to march themselves. They know that extravagant words and gestures immediately raise suspicion. Instead, they envelop their
mark in the familiar, the banal, the harmless. In Yellow Kid Weil¢ÃÂÂs dealings with Sam Geezil, the familiar was a business deal. In the Ethiopian case, it was Selassie¢ÃÂÂs misleading obsequiousness¢ÃÂÂexactly what Balcha would have expected from a weaker warlord.Once you have lulled your suckers¢ÃÂÂ attention with the familiar, they will
not notice the deception being perpetrated behind their backs. This derives from a simple truth: people can only focus on one thing at a time. It is really too difficult for them to imagine that the bland and harmless person they are dealing with is simultaneously setting up something else. The grayer and more uniform the smoke in your smoke screen,
the better it conceals your intentions. In the decoy and red herring devices discussed in Part I, you actively distract people; in the smoke screen, you lull your victims, drawing them into your web. Because it is so hypnotic, this is often the best way of concealing your intentions.The simplest form of smoke screen is facial expression. Behind a bland,
unreadable exterior, all sorts of mayhem can be planned, without detection. This is a weapon that the most powerful men in history have learned to perfect. It was said that no one could read Franklin D. Roosevelt¢ÃÂÂs face. Baron James Rothschild made a lifelong practice of disguising his real thoughts behind bland smiles and nondescript looks.
Stendhal wrote of Talleyrand, ¢ÃÂÂNever was a face less of a barometer.¢ÃÂÂ Henry Kissinger would bore his opponents around the negotiating table to tears with his monotonous voice, his blank look, his endless recitations of details; then, as their eyes glazed over, he would suddenly hit them with a list of bold terms. Caught off-guard, they would
be easily intimidated. As one poker manual explains it, ¢ÃÂÂWhile playing his hand, the good player is seldom an actor. Instead he practices a no no attention .itseg itseuq eresse onassop ilovennagni otnauq onaton etnemaraR .elovecaip ¨Ã aznederc al ©Ãhcrep ,icitnetua onais ilibon etnemetnerappa itseg i ehc erederc elouv etneg aL .elibon otseg li
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